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This is one example of many of those who suffered
from the effect of chemical weapons in Kurdistan of
Iraq.
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It is highly likely that K9 teams (patrol, search and
rescue, and cadaver) will be exposed to hazardous
materials as a result of an act of CBRN terrorism, and
thus require decontamination. Service animals and
pets which have been exposed to toxic agents and
materials will also need to be decontaminated, along
with their owners.
Emergency evacuation and sheltering plans need to
consider how service animals, pets and livestock will
be handled. The United States has recently made
significant changes to focus in this regard, to the
extent that caring for animals must now be addressed
in disaster preparedness planning. In this paper we
describe lessons learned from work done by the
Massachusetts Urban Search and Rescue Team
(USAR), and the response to hurricane Katrina,
concerning the handling and decontamination of
animals following major incidents. We discuss: how
the new Federal and state mandates have changed
evacuation and sheltering concepts; cooperation
among government entities, veterinarians, animal
facilities, humane societies, animal rescue
organizations and animal owners; and describe some
practical considerations and solutions to sheltering
and mass decontamination of animals along with their
humans.
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Background
Sulfur Mustard ((SM; 2, 2 -dichlorethyl sulfide)) is a
potent chemical warfare agent that was widely used
during First World War and Iran -Iraq conflict. Over
100,000 Iranians were injured by sulfur mustard. This
vesicant agent has a lot of acute and chronic
destructive influences on the skin, eye and respiratory
system. SM via the alkilation of DNA and several
cellular proteins (structural, cytoplasmic and enzymes)
and cell nuclei; produce several toxic, mutagenic and
carcinogenic effects on epidermis, dermis, dermal
appendix and hypodermis. In acute phases flexural
locations and thin epidermal area such as groin,
scrotum, and axilla and eyelids showed the most
severe complication.
According to scientific studies on chemical victims
depression of cell-mediated immunity and also lower
percentage of NK cell has been observed in SM
exposure furthermore cytokines and other growth
factors produced and secreted during epidermal and
dermal regeneration of healing skin blisters.
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In reference to the last study about long term effect of
SM the cutaneous signs and disorders could be
categorized into 3 different groups.
The first group was nonspecific skin disorders,
including seborrheic dermatitis, eczema, psoriasis,
urticaria, vitiligo, and tinea versicolor, multiple cherry
angiomas and several other conditions that are more
common than general population.
The second group included SM scars. These specific
lesions developed mainly at the sites of previous SM-
induced buila or infected ulcers during the war time.
The scars showed the clinical features of irregular
margins, pigmentary changes as localized
leukomelanoderma ("salt and pepper" appearance),
vascular changes (telangiectasia and cherry angioma),
reticular atrophic and hypertrophic areas, islands of
normal-appearing skin.

Finally, Malignant cutaneous neoplasms including
basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma,
Bowen's disease, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans,
and mycosis fungoides or CTCL.
Consequently one of its long term sequel may be
mycosis fungoides (MF). MF or T-cell lymphoma is a
malignant cutaneous disorder due to abnormality in
function and numbers of T-cell lymphocytes that
appear as cutaneous patches, plaques or tumors.
Severe form of MF is disseminated to visceral and
hematogenous systems (Sezary syndrome).
Cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) comprises a
group of clinicopathologic entities that are neoplastic
proliferation of T lymphocytes that home to the skin.
Eventually the malignant cell may lose their
dependence on epidermal environment for growth, and
spread to the dermis, lymph nodes, blood and viscera.
One of the sites of T-cell differentiation are in
specialized environments such as the skin. The skin
has a reserve of cytokines that can act on T-cell and
adhesion molecules that facilitate their differentiation
also a function division of T-cell can be based on the
cytokines that produce the helper T-cell-1 (Th1) type
that makes gamma-delta interferon and IL2. A helper
T-cell2 (Th2) type produces IL4, 6 and 10 both resting
and stimulated cell from blood of patients with
leukemic CTCL make cytokines of the Th2 type, and
the finding to date are consistent with the
hypergammaglobulinemia (IL4 and 6) and eosinophilia
(IL5) . Thus serial study of the keratinocyte memberan
proteins and evaluation of a polymorphous infiltrate of
several type of cell in CTCL shows Th2, CD45RO
(memory cell) + Cutaneous lymphoid antigen CLA.
The incidence of the CTCL is age related, from .05
cases/100,000/year for under age 40 to
1.28/100,000/year for patient 70 to 79 years old. The
most common etiologies and pathogenesis of CTCL
are chronic and atopic dermatitis, sensitivity of the skin
to viruses, HTLV, HIV, cyclosporine, family history and
chemical agents.

The aim of this study was to investigate the long-term
cutaneous problems such as skin cancer especially
CTCL experienced by SM-attack survivors after about
2decades exposure to sulfur mustard.

Methods
In this historical Cohort, a population of 1100 veterans
with documented history of exposure to Sulfur Mustard
during the period of 1982-88 (all have been under the
close health monitoring program) were examined. For

confirmation we used of histopathology and other Para
clinical test also we took pictures of all the patients.

Results
1- The mean age of the patients was 43.3 ± 9.8 years.
2- 12 cases amongst 1100 are found to have
developed mycosis fungoides (CTCL) over the past
years which were much higher than our expectation,
while in general population prevalence of CTCL is
1.28/100,000/year for patient 70 to 79 years old.
3-The most common sites of lesions were folds,
flexural and thin epidermis areas. (The same places
that were most affected by SM-induced bulla during
wartime between 1982-1988).
4- Most of the patients had a past history of xerosis,
chronic dermatitis and itching that begun shortly after
exposure to SM 5- Most patients with CTCL presented
with pigmentory and vascular changes (like SM scar).

Conclusion
Human data on the carcinogenicity of SM are from (a)
battlefield exposures, (b) accidents, and (c) workers in
chemical factories. Both British and American studies
and other researchers have investigated the increased
incidences of leukemia, pulmonary and skin carcinoma
arising from World War I battlefield exposure.
Clinical documentation in our cases shows notable
and common signs, symptoms and data such as 1-
Middle ages 2- Location of CTCL (folds and exposed
areas) 3- The similarity between CTCL and SM scar
(pigmentory and vascular changes) 4- Chronic
dermatitis especially xerosis and eczema with itching
before the beginning of CTCL,
All of this study and data leads us to the conclusion
that SM can possibly cause CTCL in indirect and direct
way. CTCL can be caused indirectly due to prolonged
period of chronic dermatitis (xerosis, eczema,
parapsoriasis, itching etc) that begun shortly after
exposure to SM as mentioned in the first group of long
term effects of SM . On the other hand toxicity,
mutagenicity and carcinogenicity potentiality of SM as
an alkilating agent causes dysfunction in the immune
cell systems such as NK cell, cytokines and other
growth factors during and after exposure to SM may
stimulate CD45, CD45RO, CLA and other T-cell to
abnormal activity directly.
Finally, chemical weapons are very harmful to life
hence blocking of production, prevention of use and
immediate treatment and long term follow up of victims
are the most important measures to be taken by all
scientists.
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